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Collaborating with 
citizens to research 
society has a long 

history

“They have been 
largely made by field 
workers who do not 
have the opportunity 
to know and thus 
appreciate national 
and world situations”





What are these?

And what do they have to do with these?



Who is better at spotting the tiger?



Or

Who is better at spotting the tiger?









Citizen science is good for 
research situations where:

1. The volume of digitized raw data, particularly 
text, images, videos and sound has 
increased significantly;

2. Computers currently do a poor job of 
classifying this data;

3. Citizens with a small amount of training can 
produce reasonably accurate judgments;

4. Combining the insights of multiple citizens 
yields measurements as accurate as 
produced by a subject expert



Types of citizen science research

1. Image, video and sound classification
v Collaborative ethnographic interpretation
v Post-disaster research

2. Transcription and text recognition
3. Citizen data gathering. Environmental 

monitoring [broadly construed] – used 
inecology. Smartphones and other devices 
enhance possibilities of citizen data capture. 
VGIS and other volunteered information.



Demographic application 1. 
Transcription of complex material

Measuring the ANZACs
http://www.measuringtheanzacs.org/ 

@MeasuringANZACs

US Colored Troops
http://usct.cc

@transcribe_usct





1. Classify pages to 
open up 

page-dependent
menus and instructions



2. Citizen scientists identify fields and 
mark their location for transcription



3. 
Transcribe 

marked 
fields via two 

routes …





Essentially random entries
not yet transcribed



Accuracy of RAs versus citizens?!



Attestations
(NZ RAs)

Casualty Rolls
(Canadian RAs)

Given Last Given Last

Mean similarity score to truth
(1 = absolute accuracy)

0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99

Proportion absolutely accurate 0.91 0.95 0.93 0.98

Proportion with similarity score > 0.9 0.96 0.98 0.95 0.99

Proportion with similarity score > 0.8 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99

Proportion with > 3 words in string
(more likely problematic transcriptions)

0.003 0.0002 0.030 0

Citizen transcription
Given name Surname Serial number

Mean similarity score to truth
(1 = absolute accuracy)

0.98 0.98 0.98

Proportion absolutely accurate 0.87 0.84 0.89

Proportion with similarity score > 0.9 0.95 0.95 0.95

Proportion with similarity score > 0.8 0.97 0.98 0.98

Proportion with > 3 words in string
(more likely problematic transcriptions)

0.003 0.003 0.003







Demographic application 2: 
Image classification

Earthworm Invasion



BackgroundEarthworms are causing major changes in 
hardwood forests

Photo credit: Smithsonian Insider
Craven et al. 2016. Global Change Biology

Earthworm affected        No worms



z.umn.edu/earthworms

• Zooniverse



Step 1: Do you see a field?

• Zooniverse



Data processing: Land cover classification

• Zooniverse

Step 2: Place polygons around the fields



Humans 1-7: Borgholm 1939 image 3

n=7: 24.00 % Forest on average
(17.95% to 31.09%)



Humans 1-7: Borgholm 1939 image 3

n=7
24.00 % Forest
on average
(17.95% to 31.09%)

Humans 1-7: Borgholm 1939 image 3



Disaster response: Image classification


